There is no software without systems engineering. Software is always part of a bigger system. Even a simple application interacting with a human user consists of software building blocks, a service delivery, various hardware systems, user experience, energy management, connectivity and many more. Systems engineering or "systems thinking," as it is often called, ensures that products deliver more value than the capabilities of their individual parts. Such value beyond the individual components is what we call a system, or even a system of systems. A system is a set of interacting elements that together achieve a purpose.

Often, we face numerous software engineers working on their respective deliverables yet failing to achieve a comprehensive vision and understanding the entire system with its dependencies. Test and integration will first show the deficiencies, and later enhancements typically demand a huge extra effort, often called "technical debt" or "insufficient maintainability." A recent interaction with a software team lead underlines this challenge. She was asking for more people due to otherwise not being able to deliver the product in time. Being asked about an architecture analysis and potential refactoring she strongly insisted that there is "no time for high-level analysis" when deadlines are critical and software must be delivered. Along this misunderstood agile thinking, they did not only neglect traceability and testability, but even did not maintain their own modeling, which they initially saw as so important. With her overly ambitious agile delivery focus, she was unaware that straw fires might look nice in her weekly burn-down charts but not really mean sustainable progress.

The Magic Triangle of Cost, Quality, and Innovation

Participants in our annual surveys in this column observe three significant
challenges. Innovation, cost, and quality have emerged as the single most relevant short-term challenges across industry domains, indicating the need to succeed in a fast-changing world with unclear business drivers. Obviously, the threats of product liability and global visibility of insufficient quality have reached technology companies. The time is gone when software could mature with the early adopters at a bleeding edge. What is delivered must be mature and compliant. Mastering this magic triangle top-down demands an agile system engineering approach, that is, “time boxing” and “expense boxing” with a restrictive portfolio management to avoid that scarce resources being wasted in firefighting. With the (post)pandemic new normal many companies have reached a turning point—across industries. Global growth has slowed down, but at the same time successful companies are growing with a shift toward autonomy, convergence, ecology, and services. These four key drivers represent a huge transformation, along the entire supply chain. This does not only affect product IT, that is, what used to be called “embedded software,” but also remote functionality such as services within enterprise IT, and thus demands a holistic approach. Software matters both as a key value driver and as the glue to dynamically deliver services for previously not specified needs. Yet complexity is growing due to this fast spread of large software-driven systems of systems. Unmastered dependencies, lack of portability, and the huge lifecycle cost of such a bottom-up software perspective is driving the current emergence of systems engineering as a mandatory activity for all software projects. Figure 1 exhibits the fast-growing complexity and its challenges. The horizontal axis shows the evolution from traditional software teams to global ecosystems. The vertical axis shows the move from software products toward multidiscipline systems of systems.

One obvious answer to master software growth and the uncertainties in innovative business is agile development. Yet it often reaches limits when products get more complex, and dependencies increase. Globally distributed teams, large projects, continuous updating “over the air,” safety-critical systems as well as complex hardware require a targeted adaptation of agile methods utilizing systems engineering practices.

Often, we face projects that fail on essentials such as requirements engineering or insufficient traceability of design decisions to various components. When asked about the reasons, we hear that it is agile, meaning that deliveries matter more than process. Many software products and companies suffer from this misinterpretation of agile development and not seeing the forest for the trees. The implementation of challenging functions to be delivered with periodic builds occupies all energy, leading to a lack of consideration (or understanding) of the system in its entirety. Agile software teams are so focused in finishing their continuous deliveries that they do not realize that the system will become increasingly complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System of Systems High Complexity</th>
<th>Agile Systems Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical Dependencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several Engineering Disciplines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few Components</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Engineering Discipline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few Teams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Supplier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several Locations Multiteam Ecosystems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1.** The need for agile systems engineering.
Obviously, it needs more than just scaling agile to large software products. It also needs a method to master systems-driven complexity. The power of a systems engineering methodology focusing on architecture and developing a model that comprehends all of the dimensions, behaviors, and components of a system is increasingly understood. It is interesting to note that it is the more seasoned practitioners and experienced senior managers that demand systems engineering, rather than young professionals who had been educated with agile methods and software modeling but never really learned about the major failure points in any project, namely requirements, dependencies, and quality requirements such as compliance, robustness, cybersecurity, and performance.3

**Agile Systems Engineering**

IT and cyberphysical systems are under enormous market pressure. While they must be uncompromisingly innovative in terms of technology and customer function, the markets demand ever shorter cycle times and continuous efficiency increases while maintaining high safety standards. Flexibility and costs must be constantly improved in global competition.

Traditional development processes that achieve innovation and quality through a complex development and validation process are only partially effective for highly innovative products. Our customer projects and studies show that rework costs can be reduced by 20–50% over the entire product lifecycle by improving requirements and systems engineering.1–3,5

Agile techniques are the essential lever for flexibility and efficiency. But how can agility be mapped to systems engineering? Textbook methods do not fit to industrial practice. Performance, functional safety, cybersecurity, and a growing global variety of variants require specifically adapted development processes—starting with systems engineering. Governance and traceability must be balanced in the specific context with lean procedures. Heavy frameworks such as software platform embedded systems (SPES) and scaled agile framework (SAFe) are suitable for large projects but at the same time are complex and associated with high implementation risks. They limit agility with their built-in overheads due to heavyweight processes.5 In addition, they do not address the specific challenges of critical systems such as functional safety and the agile collaboration of several development partners.

Agile systems engineering must consider four dimensions along the entire lifecycle (Figure 2), as described in the following paragraphs:6–9

- **Business**: Clear visibility of the business value of requirements; quality-first focus to avoid expensive and time-consuming rework; product catalogues with feature implementation plan for consistent development roadmaps and accelerated design decisions; technical debt, and its impact on efficiency and future cost; systematic regression techniques for the agile partial deliveries; planned black-box reuse of hardware and software elements, with traceability for end-to-end change management; key performance indicators in the development process, for example, function points, benchmarks, and trend-opportunity indicators.
- **People**: Collaboration models and agile cooperation of teams, which are distributed worldwide; governance of ecosystems and supply chains based on contractable system-level requirements, design, development, validation, and integration; efficient and tool-based distributed knowledge management; mapping of central roles such as an embedded safety officer in all Scrum teams.
- **Process**: Adapted agile methodology with hierarchical scrum for system engineering and orchestration of cross design teams; test-driven requirements engineering for consistency between development and validation activities; test-driven development with continuous build pipeline; flexible synchronization of early software and hardware deliveries; separation of concerns and introduction of frequent synchronization points to allow for continuous integration and deliveries.
- **Technology**: Modeling and simulation as well as model-based system technology and hardware simulation; architectural analysis;
early experience of functions and thus early verification and validation on basis of models; architecture and interface simulation; performance modeling and for bigger systems a digital twin to simulate changes before deploying to the real system. Powerful toolchains offering comprehensive views on different system aspects and a seamless interface to software development tools play a major role, too.

Agile systems engineering is preserving these dimensions top-down to achieve consistency and coherence across work products, while facilitating agile engineering deliveries

- ensure business attitude in connecting business needs and market value with engineering management and day-to-day operational decision making
- facilitate an efficient process with systematic and repeatable results
- enhance teamwork with collaboration and synchronization of activities and deliverables across organizations, locations, disciplines, and lifecycle stages
- enforce a rigid quality-first focus with testability and consistency across quality requirements
- manage complexity and project risk starting with requirements engineering and connecting to project management, configuration management, supplier monitoring, and related activities.

Agile systems engineering needs careful balancing of different constraints to achieve a useful method across projects and engineering teams. As a case in point, look at the four small screenshots embedded in Figure 2. The lower right picture, for instance, shows what we call the satellite model of systems engineering. Understanding that competent resources are scarce, we have derived knowledge management models that combine push and pull to inform in a top-down manner about governance schemes, while at the same time capturing bottom-up any open question to ensure coherent and systematic

FIGURE 2. The four perspectives of agile systems engineering.
Handling. Coaching has become the key enabler of systems engineering, and we typically install such coaching satellites along all three dimensions of an agile matrix organization in functions, locations, and projects.

Systems engineering demands suitable models and pictures to abstract and communicate across heterogeneous user communities. Systems Modeling Language (SysML) which is a UML profile extension, has evolved as graphical notation. Unfortunately, there is no single standard, but many variants which lead to a restricted interoperability of SysML models among different companies and modeling tools. Like UML, SysML models lack precise unambiguous semantics and thus prohibit methods of formal verification and model checking. For instance, traceability models and data consistency checking for model equivalence is hardly possible. Twenty-five years ago, David Parnas coined some simple yet effective guidance for creating software jewels that apply to systems engineering, at least as much as they do to software engineering:

- Design before implementing
- Document your design.
- Review and analyze the documented design.
- Review implementation for consistency with the design.

Although systems engineering demands model exchange and visual information sharing across team and even company boundaries, collaboration with different modeling tools still is extremely cumbersome. Even the Object Management Group’s (OMG) XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) which is the standard format for storing SysML metadata information is highly tool and vendor specific. So, we still face many companies using simple drawing tools such as MagicDraw and Visio with SysML plug-ins. Given the complexity of system models and the need to sharing, analyzing, and maintaining these models, we recommend professional tools, such as Capella, Enterprise Architect, Papyrus, PREEvision and Rational Rhapsody. Papyrus and Visual Paradigm are available as free editions and thus allow a simplified start with a professional tool. Note that with all these tools, exchange of graphical information across tools is close to impossible. This means a lock-in with any of your modeling tool, and thus careful evaluation up front according to your specific needs.

One observation after almost two decades of agile transformation projects is that each organization needs its own adapted process model that fits its boundary conditions of market, technology, and culture—and is systematically followed. Although often promised as a silver bullet, a standard for everyone does not fit. We have seen that with the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), which initially was an excellent model to grow process maturity and later became extremely complex when it tried to cover every potential application domain from development to supply chain, from safety to cybersecurity, and so on. The same happened to agile methods like Scrum and Kanban, which are highly beneficial in practically all industry projects. Yet, more recent efforts to introduce agile governance frameworks have often been fruitless due to mere overkill. The same evolution track is visible in systems engineering standards and frameworks that, in their ambition to become a jack of all trades, are currently becoming increasingly complex, often sacrificing usefulness and usability for complexity and overheads.

Experiences With Agile Systems Engineering

Let us look to a transformation project where we introduced agile systems engineering in a large multinational organization. Figure 3 shows the outline with business needs on the left side, specific changes, both agile and system engineering in the middle, and results on the right side. The biggest challenge in most volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous projects is the continuous evolution of business goals and their steady flux into almost ad hoc design decisions. Development is therefore not primarily driven by a rigid process but rather by an evolving product.

A cornerstone in agile systems engineering is a feature-based process that is based on solid requirements engineering and feature dictionary with subordinate logical functions and software components deployed to variable physical components. Such company-wide information model forms the basis for global cooperation.
and black-box reusability. Project-specific feature implementation planning serves as backlog input for system development in an orchestrated approach and enables agile and coordinated functional growth. The prioritization of these perspectives heavily interact, they still must be orchestrated.

Systems engineering by its nature is not only software and code but covers all disciplines. For instance, supply chains with complex technologies require full transparency across components. Often engineering teams insist that test is only possible with software allocated to hardware entities. Wrong. This would only delay test and decrease portability and flexibility considerations. To allow flexible systems that are maintainable and thus viable for future extensions, we need separate layers with a service perspective. Vertical integration is a clear no-go—yet hard to learn, as we see day by day.

Another example is the interdependence of functions that are deployed on different cores of the CPU. Designers must ensure the functions that are similar or communicate a lot with each other should be placed on the same core to reduce communication costs and delays. Cybersecurity, for instance, can waste some +30% throughput performance due to secured communication beyond chip boundaries. Also, real-time scheduling matters. Often, we face engineering teams who when asked how they derive their respective real-time requirements would answer something like, “It is 200 ms because we always use 200 ms.” Consider timing requirements such as a reliable multicore scheduling algorithm to make sure there is no latency incurred.
Agile systems engineering encompasses the entire product lifecycle and organization, not just the development activities. This includes periodic software maturity reports with a focus on delivery dates, feature-based implementation, and test status reports, which include earned value management, full transparency in open questions, tool integration with defined interfaces, and the coordination and traceability of distributed features to close the circuit. Therefore, systems engineering needs comprehensive lifecycle management method and tool support for requirements, modeling, traceability, verification, and continuous build and deployment. The underlying information model must therefore take different perspectives and layers of abstraction to move from product features and system specifications to component requirements and software specifications.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) are increasingly deployed for mastering the development process and artifacts. Whether it be debugging, error flagging, or testing, AI is helping teams in speeding up their checks and processes. One way that ML helps is with coding-based assistants, which helps to identify critical patterns inside data sets. Delivering critical insights to drive new feature development in coming iterations. Giving developers access to a broader range of insights, which can be tested across multiple teams around the world. ML also enhances agile practices through automatic identification of minimum viable regression test suites and updating traceability in test-driven requirements engineering. AI and ML in systems engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SE perspective</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>Traps and risks</th>
<th>Mitigation guidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>The perceived value which translates the product to a viable business model</td>
<td>Endless feature lists, without traceability to business value</td>
<td>Ensure a traceability of requirements to a business value, an owner, and preferably a client. Use prioritization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Primary functions and their results, such as algorithms and their results, end-to-end</td>
<td>Functions are specified with only sunny-day scenarios</td>
<td>Capture real worst-case feature correlations. Use negative requirements, such as misuse and abuse cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Logic building blocks and their interfaces</td>
<td>Systems organically grow by adding content here and there</td>
<td>Apply periodic refactoring and architecture analysis. Use measurements such as coupling, overriding, and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>System information entities and their relationship, validity, and data protection</td>
<td>Inconsistent data and unclear validity of information</td>
<td>Check data entities at runtime with plausibility checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Access points to trigger behaviors at runtime including their definition, discovery, and orchestration</td>
<td>Software functions are labeled a service without the necessary orchestration</td>
<td>Build a service-oriented architecture with orchestration, registry and flexible usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Runtime interaction, including the management to ensure robustness and availability</td>
<td>Runtime behavior is not considered thus slowing down entire systems</td>
<td>Analyze scheduleability, real-time reaction, and timing constraints based on actual requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability</td>
<td>Defined variation points in the system structure</td>
<td>Unmaintainable stand-alone variants</td>
<td>Define variation points for black-box reuse to deploy systems in specific market deliveries. Maintain a master product catalogue and roadmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Usage of a system or product in different context</td>
<td>Product components are connected to each other or to a specific hardware</td>
<td>Maintain components and products that can be dynamically allocated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Mapping of services to software and software to hardware building blocks</td>
<td>Overly specific constraints—or not considering hardware requirements at all</td>
<td>Specify the underlying HW constraints and possible deployment scenarios already during requirements analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Systems engineering perspectives, typical traps, and mitigation guidance.
Yet, more recent efforts to introduce agile governance frameworks have often been fruitless due to mere overkill.

need methodologies for multiparadigm modeling rather than classic UML/SysML perspectives and for mastering AI-based model evolution.

In deploying agile systems engineering we achieved the following results:

- **Reliability**: Self-organization considerably reduces the amount of cooperation in comparison to the classic project management approach.
- **Transparency**: The transparency of the project status and thus the project management is significantly improved.
- **Efficiency**: Speed and quality are improved. Management and teams recognize and appreciate improvements and agile team spirit. In particular, the early definition of requirements and the acceptance of changes during development as part of an agile process are essential for efficiency.
- **Lifecycle management**: Product complexity is better managed and controlled.
- **Quality**: Reuse and embedded quality responsibility create better quality.

The transformation to agile systems engineering requires professional change management. We recommend an agile transformation with evolutionary deployment, power users for coaching, meaningful piloting, continuous training, and suitable tool support. Such change is not for free, and we strongly suggest integrating related cost, both people and change, directly into the annual budgets, together with performance indicators to track progress and benefits.

**Making Agile Systems Engineering Happen**

Agile systems engineering supports the continuous and incremental development of requirements and the validation up to the launch and, above all, the ongoing development in the lifecycle accordingly. Due to the increased degree of abstraction with a focus on the customer function at the beginning of the requirements development and analysis, problem descriptions are much clearer, easier, and less redundant. This not only increases the development speed but also ensures clearly understandable domain concepts within the project. Models help with the consistency of system requirements with software requirements and further on to design and validation. They facilitate consistency, transparency, and traceability when changes are implemented at a later lifecycle stage.

Agile systems engineering should not dogmatically use a complex process model but, rather, choose selected individual agile methods as suitably as possible and then continuously optimizing them based on practical experience. This is the only way that the agile culture is perceived as useful and actively used by engineers and their management. The most difficult challenge is connecting short-term software deliveries with strategic systems evolution. It is not either bottom-up agile software deliveries or top-down comprehensive systems
understanding but the combination of both—in each engineering mind. Such transformation means continuous learning and sharing of experiences.

Fred Brooks, the famous computer pioneer and chief engineer at IBM, already understood the relevance of systems engineering four decades ago and underlined its relevance: “The hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely what to build. No other part of the work cripples the system if done wrong. No other part is more difficult to rectify later.”
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